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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Fifty-First Day: Thursday, February 8, 2018 
Post Time: 12:30 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 485*-140-90-70—29%W, 62%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #3 Little Chesney (7th race)—9-2 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #7 Venezuelan Forever (8th race)—9-2 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#6)SUN OF TARA: Placed in four-of-five starts lifetime; tighter this time 
(#8)BELIEVE IN ANGELS: Needed last off a lengthy hiatus; fits for $25K 
(#5)DANESSA AGAIN: Fleet of foot, takes a significant drop; Castellano up 
(#3)NILE PRINCESS: “Cat hopped” in GP turf debut; second off sidelines 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-8-5-3 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#1)TRANSISTOR: Knocking on the door; two-turn stretch out is on point  
(#6)AGUJERO: Bay colt is bred to relish the extra distance; attracts Saez 
(#5)JAIL HOUSE: Caught in 4-pronged speed duel last time; third off shelf 
(#4)PEACE ACCORD: Game try on the rise in last start; gets five pounds 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-6-5-4 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#2)BROWNS GAP: Forwardly placed in 9F heat laden with closing types  
(#3)BAMA BOUND: 15-time winner exits they key prep for this 9F suits 
(#4)EL CICLON: Won his last 2-turn start at nearly 10-1; attends the pace? 
(#6)FORT DIXIE: Like the turf-to-dirt angle and rider change; on the drop 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-4-6 
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RACE FOUR 
(#5)MI CHIQUITA: $140,000 filly catches a light crew on debut; J. Ortiz up 
(#6)DIXIELICIOUS: Solid South Florida work tab for Romans; Saez in irons 
(#7)TRICKIZAR: Stakes placed on the main track; has an experience edge 
(#1)MATERIUM: Barn hits at a 20% clip with first-timers; post is a concern 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-7-1 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#4)HONEY HEARTS: Wide draw costly last time; hooks soft crew for $20K 
(#6)WARRIORS SPEAK: Speed and fade angle for Tampa raider; hood “on” 
(#5)JUSTAGIRLSNIGHTOUT: Liking the dirt-to-turf play; “bullet” in holster 
(#8)JUBILANT: Route-to-sprint play suits; hints of green in her bloodlines 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-6-5-8 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#1)BATTLE OF BLENHEIM: Sharp form with Lasix; bred in the purple  
(#5)THE GREAT SCATSBY: He’s by a sire that gets runners; cost $500K 
(#8)DADDY’S COZY: Marked improvement on turf; gets the stalking trip 
(#6)HUNTINGTON DRIVE: Troubled trips in first 2; start away from best? 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-5-8-6 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#3)LITTLE CHESNEY: Exits a tough heat at Tampa, likes to win; 9-2 M.L. 
(#2)SUPER SPENDER: Won stake on GP turf; sharp work around “dogs” 
(#4)PLATINUM PRINCE: Exits stakes; just missed on this level two back 
(#6)SIGNATURE DATA: Dead game in only prior turf start; may need one 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-2-4-6 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#7)VENEZUELAN FOREVER: Sneaky good in 1st try vs. winners—overlay? 
(#6)L.A. HOUSE: Stifled by speed-favoring course in last; Irad Ortiz stays 
(#4)GATOR GIRL: Has improved with blinkers; has early lick, tries winners 
(#3)COSITA RICA: Hasn’t missed the trifecta in last 4 starts; tactical speed 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-6-4-3 
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RACE NINE 
(#3)LITTLE MATT: Buried on the rail in last race; third start of form cycle  
(#6)INDIAN SCOUT: Placed in 5-of-6 lifetime on GP main track; handy bay 
(#7)KING POWER: Two-pronged drop on point; 1-turn mile in wheelhouse 
(#9)WOODBURN: Has an affinity for GP main track; rough start last time 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-6-7-9 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#11)ORDER IN: Marked improvement with blinkers, Lasix; has upside  
(#4)KEG STAND: Drops like a bad habit for Kenneally; hood “on” noted 
(#5)CAPTAIN CAROL: Will be tighter this go-around; good fit for $20,000 
(#12)SWEET INSPIRATION: Tapeta-to-turf play; wide draw is a concern 
 
SELECTIONS: 11-4-5-12 
 
 
* Selections not posted Friday, January 26-Sunday, January 28, 2018, 
and Saturday, February 3, 2018 
 
 
 


